Qi Prince George
Qi Prince George - Feng Shui consultants are able to help people with the layout, decoration and orientation of their commercial
spaces and residential homes. Consultants may also help with exterior or interior areas or structural applications. Like for
instance, she or he can be responsible for only the cosmetic dressing and design of an interior area. Alternatively, if a Feng Shui
consultant is brought in to provide suggestion in an early planning phase of a particular project, she or he could provide input
about the structural elements of the area or the building.
Now, Feng Shui is commonly done inside houses and made use of in office places. In the past, it was performed in buildings of
significance like for example places of worship. During the 1960s Feng Shui became common in the West. Several books have
been written ever since then and published in English and various languages. Several Westerners who have studied Feng Shui
have gone on to become consultants.
There are various specific schools which provide Feng Shui courses. In order to become a Feng Shui consultant, it is imperative
to dedicate intense research time so as to completely understand the practice. Feng Shui is based on an understanding of qi, that
is also called "chi." Qi is usually defined as the flow of energy which is associated to all living things. The practice also relies on
polarity, the theory of magnetic pulls as well as yin and yang. A Feng Shui consultant should likewise know the different symbols
connected to practice plus knowing a great deal concerning qi.
Normally, in the West, Feng Shui is usually done within private residences. Even though there are various professional areas
which are dressed or built according to the principles of Feng Shui, they are uncommon. Even if the area in general has not been
organized to the principles of Feng Shui, it is possible to integrate elements into personal work spaces. When incorporating Feng
Shui into designing and dressing a larger area, it may be sensible to check with a Feng Shui consultant, even though it is possible
to do smaller projects on one's own.
Various sites on the Net are committed to providing information concerning Feng Shui, its principles and its history. The
information on the sites often consists of general knowledge of Feng Shui plus information about schools which offer courses.
Some of these web sites even provide contact information for those seeking a Feng Shui consultant.

